To elucidate the properties of the PMJ and myocardium underlying these effects. Transmural heterogeneity of action potential duration (APD) is known to play an important role in arrhythmogenesis. Regions of non-uniformities of APD gradients often overlap considerably with the location of Purkinje-muscle junctions (PMJs). We therefore hypothesized that such junctions are novel sources of local endocardial and transmural heterogeneity of repolarization, and that remodelling due to heart failure modulates this response.
Introduction
Mammalian ventricles display transmural heterogeneity of ionic properties. Typically, subendocardial ventricular myocytes have longer action potential durations (APDs) than those from the subepicardium. 1 Numerous differences in channel expression have been identified to explain this difference. 2 Much more contentious is the transmural profile of APD, measured from transmural cut surfaces of arterially perfused wedge preparations, which does not follow monotonic patterns as might be expected. 3 Regions of longer APD have been recorded from the mid-myocardial layers of wedge preparations in several species, 4 including humans. 5 Interestingly, in human heart failure, where APD is prolonged, this profile becomes monotonic 5 and transmural gradients are reduced. 3 Localized regions of APD prolongation have previously been explained by the existence of an additional cell type, with different properties to the rest of the myocardium, the M-cell. 1 Owing to challenges to differentiate such cells on an individual basis, they have thus far not been isolated and well characterized electrophysiologically at a cellular and molecular level. Microelectrode measurements from regions thought to occupy M-cells in tissue preparations have shown that M-cells have intermediate properties between Purkinje cells and ventricular myocytes, especially with regard to APD rate adaptation. 6 However, their origin and function have not been fully elucidated.
Electrophysiological characterization of the intrinsic properties of cells from coupled tissue is confounded by external current loading from neighbouring cells. Such electrotonic loading determines sourcesink mismatches during propagation, 7 but can also modulate repolarizing currents 8 and, therefore, APD. This is likely to be particularly relevant at the Purkinje-muscle junction (PMJ), where interfaces of cells with differing AP morphologies exist. Such electrotonic effects drive gradients of APD along Purkinje fibres (PFs) that decrease towards the junctioning myocardium and perhaps explain why localized APD prolongation in papillary muscle preparations correspond to sites consisting of dense Purkinje ramifications. 9 Perhaps non-coincidentally, there is also an overlap of subendocardial regions identified as M-cell and enhanced APDs with regions containing PMJs. 10, 11 We hypothesized that coupling at the PMJ could lead to local increases in ventricular APD that appear more Purkinje-like in the absence of M-cells or a mid-myocardial cell layer and can contribute to modulation of the transmural dispersion of repolarization; an important factor in T-wave morphology. We investigated this hypothesis first experimentally from ventricular wedge preparations, in which access to free-running PFs permitted stimulation of the Purkinje system and enabled the location and determination of depths of PMJs by optical mapping. Secondly, we tested this hypothesis in a computer model of a human wedge of ventricular tissue into which a PF was inserted to form a PMJ. We repeated previous experimental protocols where transmural propagation was initiated with an endocardial stimulus. Furthermore, we tested the impact of the PMJ in failing myocardium, where APD is prolonged and gradients between the bulk of the myocardium and specialized cell types, such as M-cells and Purkinje cells, are reduced. Finally, we simulated optical mapping experiments for direct comparison with experimental recordings.
Methods

Optical mapping experiments
Hearts were acquired from sheep (n ¼ 5; 40 -55 kg) in accordance with the guidelines from Directive 2010/63/EU of the European Parliament on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes and the local ethical committee. Sheep were pre-medicated with ketamine (20 mg/kg) and acepromazine (Calmivet, 1 mL/50 kg). Anaesthesia was induced with sodium pentobarbital (10 mg/kg) and maintained under isofluorane, 2%, in 100% O 2 . Sheep were euthanized by sodium pentobarbital (40 mL, from 50 mg/ mL of stock) and the heart rapidly excised. Coronary-perfused ventricular wedges were prepared as previously applied in pigs. 8 Methods for optical mapping are described in detail in Supplementary material online. Optical signals were acquired during pacing of either free-running PFs or directly on the endocardial surface at 2 Hz.
Statistics
Local APD differences from Purkinje-or endo-stimulated groups were compared with a hypothetical mean value of 0.0 ms by one-sample t-tests.
Comparisons between groups used two-sample t-tests.
Ionic models
Membrane electrical activity (I m ) for all cell types was based on the Ten Tuscher 2 cell model. 12 Supplementary material online, Table S1 lists modifications of each model parameter. Modifications were based on AP morphology of Purkinje identified from large animal models 11 -14 and changes due to heart failure in human ventricular myocytes, where known (see Supplementary material online). Cell models were subjected to 200 s of pacing at a basic cycle length of 1000 ms for stabilization and the last AP used for comparison. States of ionic variables were captured 1 ms prior to stimulation of the last AP.
Human transmural ventricular wedge model
We used the well-validated Purkinje-myocyte model developed by our group. 15 -17 A finite element model of a three-dimensional transmural ventricular wedge, measuring 5 × 5 × 10 mm, was considered at a spatial resolution of 0.1 mm. The model composed of an epicardial layer (2 mm), while the remaining 8 mm were endocardial. A single PF of length 3 mm was inserted 2 mm along the long dimension of the wedge. One cut-transmural face was considered as the imaged face from which the PF was positioned at various distances. Electrical activity was solved with the CARP simulator 18 using the monodomain approach with baseline conductivity values of 0.33, 0.15, and 0.075 S/m in the longitudinal (s L ), transverse (s T ), and transmural (s S ) directions, corresponding to a conductivity anisotropy ratio of 4 : 2 : 1. A 1208 linear transmural fibre rotation was implemented. To emulate previous experimental protocols, the middle of the endocardial surface was stimulated by intracellular current injection, thereby exciting the PMJ retrogradely. Direct Purkinje stimulation resulting in anterograde (PF to myocardium) transmission was also performed, with results confined to Supplementary material online. Each region of the wedge was pre-conditioned by states of ionic variables captured from single-cell pacing. Modelling of the PMJ has been described and characterized in detail. 19 We furthermore simulated optical mapping of the wedge. Detailed descriptions for the model and simulations are provided in Supplementary material online.
To compare single-cell APD restitution characteristics from each ionic model, an S1S2 stimulus protocol was applied. Cells were paced over 200 s at 1000 ms basic cycle lengths followed by S1S2 intervals ranging from 300 to 1000 ms. For characterizing APD restitution in wedges, we paced endocardially with an S1S2 protocol comprising a train of 10 S1 pulses followed by a single S2 pulse with S1S2 intervals ranging from 325 to 1000 ms. Figure 1A shows multiple early sites of activation following PF stimulation in experiments (black arrows). Sites of early activation corresponded to APD prolongation at some, but not all, early activation sites ( Figure 1B) . When stimulated directly on the endocardial surface, activation time (AT) increased in all directions with increased distance from the pacing site that was distinct from early activation sites observed through PF-pacing ( Figure 1C) . Lines of apparent slowed conduction correlated with irregularities in surface geometry between trabeculae and the papillary muscle (see Supplementary material online, Figure S1 ). A decreasing trend of APD with increased AT was observed for both PF and endocardial pacing sites ( Figure 1B and D, respectively) . Figure 1E shows profiles of AT intersecting an additional earliest activation site from Figure 1A (red arrow). A distinct zone of early activation was clearly identifiable (black arrow) when pacing PF, which is absent when pacing the endocardium directly. Furthermore, APD profiles taken along the same line revealed localized heterogeneities across the endocardial surface. One distinct region (black arrow) of prolonged APD was co-localized to the site of earliest AT when pacing the PF ( Figure 1F ). This local elevation of APD remained, albeit reduced in amplitude, when stimulating the endocardial surface (black arrow). Endocardial pacing enabled better separation of loading effects of the PMJ on local APD from those associated with AT than PF stimulation (see also Supplementary material online, Figure S2A and B). AP traces from the region of the earliest activation and a region with an AT delay of 6 ms when pacing the PF (black boxes in Figure 1A ) were overlaid in Figure 1G . APs were aligned by AT to compare repolarization times. The AP at the earliest activation site was somewhat prolonged compared with the later activated zone.
Results
APD heterogeneity at the PMJ
AP traces from equivalent pixels following endocardial stimulation revealed that APD prolongation was maintained ( Figure 1H) .
Owing to the transmural distribution of PMJs in sheep myocardium, we first determined which of the early activation sites measured by optical mapping corresponded to PMJs residing close to the endocardial surface; and not wave front surface breakthrough from PMJs located deeper in the myocardium. This was determined from the morphology of optical AP upstrokes 20 at sites of early activation when pacing through PF. The normalized amplitude of the maximal derivative of AP upstrokes (v F *) corresponded to the orientation of the excitation wave front, with respect to the imaged surface. As shown previously, a low v F * corresponds to waves originating from and propagating away from the imaged surface, and a high v F * gives the opposite. Thus, activation through a deep PMJ should yield a high v F * (Figure 2A ), whereas a low v F * should be observed for endocardial PMJs ( Figure 2B ). The v F * was variable between early activation sites ( Figure 2C and D). A threshold v F * (0.22) was determined as the maximum v F * observed when stimulating the endocardial surface directly (data not shown). When pacing the PF, v F * was used as a marker of PMJ depth. The impact of the PMJ on APD was quantified as the local differences of APD between the PMJ and neighbouring myocardium when pacing the endocardium. Figure 2E shows that across all experiments, 17 origins of activation were identified, 9 of which had v F * values below the v F * threshold. Furthermore, a linear correlation was revealed between local APD differences and v F * (R ¼ 20.60) for origins at, or near to, the endocardial surface. For origins below the v F * threshold, mean APD differences from the locally surrounding myocardium were found to be significantly .0.0 ms when pacing the PF and endocardium ( Figure 2F) . However, such differences were more pronounced for pacing PF than endocardium (paired t-test, P ¼ 0.042).
Ionic models
The Purkinje cell was electrophysiologically distinct from non-failing and failing myocardial cells ( Figure 3A ). curves were mono-exponential ( Figure 3B ). The rate-dependence of APD of the Purkinje model matched those observed in dogs. 22, 23 The maximum slopes for non-failing epicardial and endocardial cells were 1.4 and 1.6, 2.2 and 2.4 for failing models and 14.0 for Purkinje cells.
Wave front transmission across the PMJ
Propagation in 3D transmural wedge's showed transmural conduction delays consistent with previous experiments. 3 Figure 4A shows endocardial activation with a smooth transmural activation pattern. An AP from the earliest activated myocardial node at the PMJ (2 mm from the endocardium) was compared against a mid-wall location 5 mm from the endocardium. Gradients in AP morphology were evident. At the PMJ, the AP showed a negative shift in plateau potential compared with the mid-wall AP, despite being intrinsically identical. Similar morphological variations were observed from anterograde activation (see Supplementary material online, Figure S2A ). Gradients of plateau potentials and decreased APD along the PF and modest differences between mid-wall and PMJ were also present (as for anterograde stimulation). Retrograde transmission across the PMJ was almost instantaneous with a delay of 1.0 ms. Figure 4B shows endocardial stimulation in failing myocardium. Conduction slowed during the approach of the wave front to the PMJ, followed by rapid excitation of the PMJ site. This was due, in part, to relatively more rapid depolarization kinetics of the Purkinje cells. Additionally, an increased rate of early (phase 1) repolarization was observed myocardially at the PMJ relative to the mid-wall. No differences in AP morphology were found along PFs for retrograde ( Figure 4B ) or anterograde (see Supplementary material online, Figure S2B ) conduction. Figure 5A shows an APD map of a transmural cross-section intersecting the PMJ for non-failing myocardium following endocardial stimulation. A pattern of APD negatively correlated with AT was perturbed by a 3.1 ms prolongation of APD at the PMJ, corresponding to the maximum APD; vs. a control simulation in the absence of a PMJ. This was comparable with local mean difference in APD of 3.9 + 3.6 ms observed at PMJs in experiments. Note stimulation artefacts altered APD up to 500 mm from the endocardial surface. Dispersion of APD and repolarization in control were 16.0 and 7.6 ms, which increased by 4.9 and 7.7% with a PMJ, respectively. Failing myocardium showed a distinct and localized APD depression of 7.7 ms ( Figure 5C ), which co-localized with the PMJ ( Figure 5D ). Steepest APD gradients were preferentially localized to endocardial-most boundaries of PMJs for endocardial stimulation, but no preference was observed for anterograde conduction (see Supplementary material online, Figure S3C and D). Dispersion of APD was reduced by the PMJ from control simulations (30.2 ms) by 7.1%. However, repolarization dispersion was considerably more sensitive, increasing by 59.2% from 9.6 ms.
APD heterogeneity at the PMJ
3.5 APD heterogeneity is determined by surface proximity to the PMJ Experimental measurements of local APD changes at the PMJ were linearly correlated with the estimated transmural depth of the PMJ from the imaged surface of intact myocardium, which eliminated potential artefacts associated with cut surfaces ( Figure 2E ). Shallow PMJs showed the greatest influence on local APD, which was predictably prolonged. To relate this behaviour with previous studies of transmural heterogeneity from cut surfaces, 3, 6 we assessed the impact of the proximity of the PMJ to a transmural cut surface in the presence of a transmural APD gradient. Figure 6A shows APD maps from non-failing simulations of endocardial stimulation for various PMJ distances from the cut surface. Near-cut surface PMJs (0.25 mm) caused a prominent peak in APD on the cut surface superficial to the PMJ. The peak was still present, albeit reduced, at a distance of 0.875 mm. For greater distances, smooth transmural gradients of APD monotonically decreased from the endocardium. Note also that the region of maximum APD modulation was displaced with increased PMJ distance due to fibre rotation. Figure 6B shows that, for failing myocardium, APD changes were similarly more pronounced at short distances (≤0.875 mm) as for non-failing. Figure 6C shows transmural APD profiles along the cut surface intersecting the maximum surface APD overlaid by corresponding profiles in the absence of a PF. In the subendocardium, APD gradients were highly dependent on the PMJ distance showing decreases of 47.6, 90.5, and 109.5%, from 4.1 ms for distances 0.875, 1.5, and 2.5 mm. At 1.5 and 2.5 mm, maximum gradients of APD were independent of the PMJ. Transmural APD profiles for failing simulations in Figure 6D show APD depression at the cut surface for all PMJ distances, which was less pronounced with increased distance. The greatest local APD difference was 12.3 ms at 0.25 mm, decreasing by 23.4, 54.0, and 82.5% for each distance, respectively. For PMJ distances ≤1.5 mm, local maximum transmural APD gradients were found at the epicardial -endocardial interface. Given the polarity of the PMJ effect, total transmural APD dispersion was unaltered by the PMJ. S1S2 APD restitution characteristics were evaluated for PMJ distances of 0.25 and 2.5 mm ( Figure 6E and F ). Curves were computed from the myocardium at the PMJ and mid-wall, and from the Purkinje at the PMJ and mid-fibre locations. With decreased coupling intervals, the Purkinje mid-fibre showed steepening of APD restitution that predisposed to APD alternans at short pacing cycle lengths (long APD shown). In contrast, restitution at the mid-wall of the myocardium was relatively shallow with reduced amplitude of APD alternans. At the junctional end of the PF, V m was more tightly coupled with the proximal PF. Increasing PMJ distance from the cut surface attenuated the amplitude of APD alternans in the myocardium at the PMJ.
PMJ properties determine APD heterogeneity
To elucidate the myocardial properties influencing local APD at the PMJ, we modified tissue and PMJ parameters for the maximum PMJ-to-surface distance, to eliminate additional boundary effects, mimicking intact myocardium. We examined R PMJ , which was modified to 75 and 125% of the baseline. Supplementary material online, Figure S4 shows that reduced R PMJ attenuated transmission delays across the PMJ, whereas an increase caused block in both non-failing and failing simulations for PF pacing. Retrograde transmission delays were insensitive to endocardial pacing over the R PMJ range tested. Despite this, the local APD difference at the PMJ measured during endocardial pacing was attenuated with increased R PMJ for both non-failing and failing simulations ( Figures 7A and B) . Local differences of APD at the PMJ in non-failing and failing simulations were augmented by increased PMJ radii, tested over a range from 400 to 800 mm (see Supplementary material online, Figure S5 , and Figure 7C and D) . Furthermore, the local area whereby APD was modulated by the PMJ scaled with PMJ radii. Myocardial conductivity also modulated APD at the PMJ, however, to a lesser extent than for PMJ radii (see Supplementary material online, Figure S6 , and Figure 7E and F ). In both non-failing and failing simulations, anisotropy of conduction in the myocardium had the least influence on local APD differences at the PMJ (see Supplementary material online, Figure S7 ).
Validating optical mapping of APD heterogeneity at the PMJ
We validated the feasibility of observing localized APD changes at the PMJ via optical mapping of non-failing simulations. We tested the sensitivity of optical imaging to resolving spatial differences in APD for a PMJ of 0.25 mm from the surface. Supplementary material online, Figure  S8A shows the APD map derived from V m with the characteristic APD maxima at the PMJ. Optical signals were calculated for pixel dimensions of 100, 500, and 1000 mm. Supplementary material online, Figure S9B showed that, for 100 mm, the optical APD map also revealed a prominent peak in APD at the PMJ, consistent with the APD map from V m . Optical signals at 100, 500, and 1000 mm resolutions had localized peaks that preserved APD amplitude from V m signals by 80.8, 79.1, and 73.6% (see Supplementary material online, Figure S8C and D) . Local gradients of optical APD were discernible at the boundaries of PMJs for all resolutions tested. Relative to V m signals however, these were reduced by 43.2, 46.1, and 56.7%, respectively.
Discussion
This study has revealed experimentally that PF coupled with the myocardium modulates locally the APD in non-failing myocardium. Such increases in APD have been measured by both optical mapping and microelectrodes.
3,10 Experimentally, we showed that local APD differences at the tissue surface were correlated with the depth of PMJs. This role of PF to modulate locally the APD was proposed to underlie changes in repolarization heterogeneity in the transmural plane. In computer simulations, we produced an intrinsic monotonic linear transmural profile in APD using only two cell types, which was modulated exclusively by Purkinje coupling. Moreover, coupling of the Purkinje in failing myocardium was also shown to modulate local APD at the vicinity of the PMJ, contributing to strong localized transmural gradients of APD and RT. 
PMJ structure
A transitional compartment, composed of a distinct cell phenotype, is present between PFs and the working myocardium. 14,24 -26 It is postulated that this region serves as a high resistance barrier, 14 reducing electrotonic suppression of the PF so that it can excite the myocardium. Morphologically, these cells are smaller than Purkinje cells and myocytes. Thus far, they have not been disassociated from adjoining tissue and remain electrophysiologically uncharacterized. We do not explicitly model these cells, but we do account for propagation and loading characteristics between the PF and myocardium as a whole by precisely modelling anterograde and retrograde transmission delays, consistent with those measured experimentally. 27 Our representation of the PMJ is asymmetrical, so that proper loading and source conditions are sensed by the myocardium and PF. We do not model one PMJ, but a region of several closely spaced ones, as is necessary for ventricular activation and thought to be sufficient to influence repolarization in papillary muscles. 9 We, thus, implicitly model any current amplification realized by possible arborization of the PF and by the transitional compartment, as well as explicitly modelling effective resistance. Waveforms at the model junctions correspond to those recorded from tissue. Furthermore, consistent with non-failing experimental models, APDs of junctional Purkinje cells are longer than that of ventricular myocytes, 9, 28 but shorter than that of Purkinje cells distant from the junction in free-running strands. 9, 28, 29 Besides myocytes connected less than a few space constants from the PMJ, it is possible that transitional cells are also part of the prolonged APD region measured, as previously suggested. 30 A high resistance barrier does not preclude modulation of APD. In fact, coupling between the PF and myocytes can only succeed if the coupling resistance falls within a narrow range. If coupling is sufficient for AP propagation, by definition it is sufficient for APD modulation. Furthermore, it may be possible that there are non-functional PMJs at which APD modulation still occurs, as demonstrated by coupled cell pairs, 31 since smaller currents are required for APD modulation than AP transmission because membrane resistance is much greater during repolarization than at rest. 32 In this study, the effects of modifying R PMJ , above and below thresholds for functional anterograde conduction, on local APD heterogeneity were investigated ( Figure 7 and see Supplementary material online, Figure S4 ). APD in the myocardium at the PMJ was highly sensitive to R PMJ . Conditions favouring anterograde propagation (i.e. low R PMJ ) improved loading influences of PF on the myocardium at the PMJ, resulting in enhanced local APD prolongation. For non-functional junctions, local elevations of APD at the PMJ remained, although reduced in amplitude. This highlights potential for both functional and quiescent PMJs in transmural heterogeneities of repolarization.
M-cells
This study lays the theoretical basis and experimental verification for an additional origin of inhomogeneities of repolarization to the previously identified M-cells, which have characteristics falling between Purkinje cells and myocytes. Here, for M-cell, we specifically refer to the distinct cells found clustered in isolated islands in the mid-myocardium, and not to cells generally found in the mid-myocardium which encompasses everything but thin epicardial and endocardial layers. M-cells are defined by their longer APD and greater rate adaptation. 6 Using this definition, our coupled cells can be considered as M-cells, having a rate adaptation greater than pure myocytes due to the PF loading effects, as shown in Figure 6 . Furthermore, variability of PMJ coupling resistance or myocardial conductivity will alter the loading influence of the PF (see Supplementary material online, Figure S4 ). Since our prolonged APD results from coupling, any pharmacological intervention affecting either cell type will affect APD. It is also intriguing that in pigs, localized regions, previously assumed to be M-cells, were reported with properties highly consistent with the PF, primarily their resistance to ischaemia. 30 While in non-ungulates, M-cell populations are primarily reported at the subendocardium, corresponding to the terminal site of the PF. 10 There are M-cell populations reported epicardially in dogs, 6 which appear to be of a different origin than the mechanism presented here. Finally, M-cells have been exclusively reported in wedge preparations with one possible explanation being that the process of cutting the myocardium reduces coupling at the surface. 33 Local differences in APD at the PMJ measured from experiments are somewhat modest ( Figure 2F ) relative to differences previously observed from transmural cut surfaces. 3, 4, 10 Our results demonstrate that if this uncoupling does occur, local APD prolongation by the PF will be enhanced, since reducing intracellular conductivity in our model also increased local APD at the PMJ. While measurements from the cut surface emphasize local differences in APD, optical mapping somewhat underestimates differences due to optical scattering (see Supplementary material online, Figure S8 ). Furthermore, in our experiments, we applied relatively short pacing coupling intervals (500 ms). Intrinsic APD differences between Purkinje and ventricular myocytes are relatively small compared with longer coupling intervals. 11, 23, 34 Moreover, in tissue, rate-dependence of localized regions of prolonged APD have been shown. 3, 6, 10 The occurrence of significant APD prolongation in our experiments therefore emphasizes the importance of the PMJ in local APD heterogeneity.
Heart failure
We found that APD shortening is possible in heart failure due to the altered loading conditions at the PMJ. We observed a depression of APD at the PMJ, which lay within the range of APDs measured between sub-epicardial and -endocardial layers. APD depression was affiliated to conduction discontinuity at the boundary of the PMJ approached by the wave front ( Figure 4) . Its manifestation was dependent on loading influence of the junctioning PF and could be reduced by increasing R PMJ , the number of junctioning Purkinje cells in the PMJ or increasing myocardial conductance ( Figure 7) . Our findings regarding possible APD shortening in heart failure are yet to be validated experimentally. APD duration profiles of failing wedges published by Glukhov et al. 3 showed an absence of transmural APD variability, but local APD distributions have yet to be correlated with conduction velocity in failing patients. Moreover, heart failure is associated with reduced myocardial conductivity and potentially therefore decoupling of the myocardium from the Purkinje at the PMJ (increasing R PMJ ). Akar and Rosenbaum, 35 in contrast, observed a subendocardial APD elevation in dogs with heart failure. The steepest gradients of APD were observed at the endocardial boundaries of the prolonged APD zones, as in the present study, where PMJs are located. Furthermore, large gradients of APD over short distances were shown to be pro-arrhythmic.
Limitations
Full characterization of the PMJ has yet to be performed, especially in human hearts and during heart failure. Many measurements necessary for accurate parameter determination are missing or currently not feasible. The resting membrane potential of PF and their relative difference to myocardial cells are variable between large animal species, including sheep 21, 36 and dog. 23, 34 A model of congestive heart failure in dog showed reduced phase 1 repolarization but no overall difference in APD from controls. 37 Therefore, we did not assume any differences in the Purkinje ionic model between non-failing and failing simulations. Instead, we explored a plausible range of parameters in cases such as functional and quiescent PMJs. However, the ionic models that were employed in this study had relatively modest differences in intrinsic APD between myocardium and PF than those published in animal models by others. 11, 13, 14, 35 As such, it is likely that local modulation of APD at a cut surface is underestimated in these models. Nevertheless, measuring APD modulation at the PMJ at the endocardial surface by optical mapping was explored experimentally and subsequently compared with computer simulations of optical mapping. An experimental model whereby we imaged intact endocardial surfaces was preferred over a cut surface due to challenges to selectively stimulate through the Purkinje network and locate PMJs in thin cut tissue sections. Since the spatial extent of local APD changes fell below the spatial resolution of optical signals, the local changes in APD were reduced. However, we observed that, over a large range of pixel dimensions (100 -1000 mm), local APD prolongation at the PMJ was discernible and local differences in APD modulation at the PMJ were comparable with experiments. We therefore propose that observations of local elevations in APD by Glukhov et al., 3 observed by optical mapping, could indeed be the results of junctioning PF.
Conclusions
The present study revealed through a combined experimental/modelling approach, a close association between PMJs and local myocardial APD. Furthermore, this mechanism was shown to contribute to transmural heterogeneities of repolarization in simulations of human nonfailing and failing myocardium. In this study, results regarding heart failure were limited to numerical simulations. In a physiological range, electrotonic interactions across the PMJ are sufficient to modulate APD locally in the myocardium. The magnitude of such an effect is dependent on resistive properties across the PMJ, number and density of junctioning myocardial cells, and intracellular conductivity. Furthermore, the influence of the PMJ on local APD is further emphasized by cut surfaces. Despite smaller differences in intrinsic APD properties between the Purkinje and myocardium, APD gradients localized to the PMJ were four-fold greater in failing than non-failing myocardium. The PMJ poses a novel origin of large spatial gradients of APD at the endocardium and in the transmural plane.
